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Upon hearing that, Michael felt like punching something. It hadn’t been two days
since Nathan’s living cost was increased to 1,000 per month, but his ego had
started to grow yet again. How wonderful.

Sophia burst out laughing while pinching Nathan’s tender cheeks and rolling
them back and forth like dough, her eyes full of affection. This kid must have
been itching for a spanking again! “He’s just joking! He’s my son and I’m his
stepmother.”

Linus was astonished. “You’ve gotten married at such a young age?”

Sophia nodded. “Yeah. I’ve been married for two years. Other than being old, my
husband is the best. I even got a free son.”

Michael was speechless. Not long after, Sophia had unleashed her fun side in
the game. She logged onto Michael’s game account ‘Scary Phoenix’ and started
to show off in front of Linus.

“Linus, let me lead you in the game. This is my man’s game account and I’ve
borrowed it from him.”

Michael went to his study as well and in just a few minutes, ‘Call Me Taylor’
logged onto ‘Swordsman Game’. Without saying a word, he requested to join
Sophia’s team.

On the other end, Sophia knew why he had come. What a petty man, she
thought. He just had to be on his guard although she was purely chatting with



Linus to train her language skills. And so, Sophia, Linus, Michael and Nathan
teamed up to start the game.

Meanwhile, ‘Swordsman’ was confirmed to be released as a film with the same
title. In the past, many fans of games absolutely abhorred the idea of adapting a
game into a film, because the film would normally be ruined and none of the
actors could satisfy the fan’s expectations. However, when news that Taylor
Murray would be acting in ‘Swordsman’ spread, the gamers rejoiced. With an
ever popular actor of the film industry portraying the heroic character which
everyone admired in ‘Swordsman Game’, it was bound to be a perfect
production!

‘Swordsman Game’ was the top-notch game in Cethos and it inevitably followed
the trend and was adapted into a film. Even so, the game’s fans fervently
anticipated for it. In their eyes, no one in this world other than Taylor could meet
their expectations for the character. Hence today, as soon as Scary Phoenix
appeared, the game burst into an uproar.

There was a function in the game that allowed the gamers to like and send
flowers to the other gamers. Therefore, wherever Scary Phoenix went, he was
showered in flowers. Every time Scary Phoenix went online, the whole server
would be shaken. Within seconds, No. 1 Beast of the Server, Snow Fox and
Dragon Belle Warrior came to ride on his coattails.

When everyone had formed a team, Stanley realized that there was a stranger
present.

Snow Fox: ‘Hello newcomer. Who are you?’

Scary Phoenix: ‘This is my friend, Linus. He’s a young man imported from the
African grasslands and he’s extremely handsome, but you’re not allowed to
swing the other way!’

Outside the game, Sean and Harry gasped, “What?”



Could it be Linus Michel? How did the two of them know each other? When they
noticed that ‘Call Me Taylor’ hadn’t spoken a word since the beginning, everyone
decided to shut their mouth and started to clear the monsters as a team.

Since Michael hadn’t involved Stanley in locating Cooper, Stanley didn’t know
much about Linus. He was just curious about the person who had suddenly
appeared so he asked, “Where did you come from and who are you to play
games with Sophia?”

Sophia seemed to be unaware of everyone’s strange looks. She even set up a
Messenger gaming group and added Stanley, Sean, Michael, Sarah, Linus and
Harry. Herself included, there were seven of them. Instinctively, Michael tapped
into Linus’s profile from the list and found that he was indeed Linus Michel! What
a strange fate that both of them got to know each other!

Unexpectedly, before the game started, a stranger suddenly requested to join the
team. The player’s account name was Nat. Looking at that account, the look on
everyone’s face became odd. Despite remaining silent, Scary Phoenix accepted
her into the team.

After Natasha joined the team, she appeared in front of everyone. This time, she
had changed into an expensive game outfit again and was dressed up like an
angel. Pitifully, she walked over to them and they could sense the coquettishness
from her even from behind the screen.

Nat: ‘Taylor, I’m sorry but I didn’t expect that things would turn out this way…’
After Natasha snuck out that day, she was kidnapped and the Mitchell Family had
to pay an exorbitant ransom to get her back. Now, she was grounded at home.
She even tried to call Michael but he didn’t answer her call. Fortunately, she
knew that he would log into the game so she waited for him in the game. As
expected, she saw Michael turn up.

It was only now that she knew his true identity. He was Michael Fletcher, not
Taylor Murray, and she realized how childish she had acted previously.



‘Taylor…’ Natasha typed.

But he replied, ‘Sorry, but I’m his wife.’

His wife again? Upon seeing that, Natasha felt annoyed but it wasn’t long before
a malicious smile appeared on her face. She had always thought that Eddie had
a powerful backing, hence why Michael had hesitated and refused to be with her.

Now, it seemed like Eddie wasn’t the one with a powerful backing but Michael.
Currently, the Mitchell Family was displeased with what she and her father did.
For the very first time, she felt pressured and it intensified when they found that
Cooper was still alive. However, she had other solutions and her target remained
the same—she wanted Michael!

The Mitchells were extremely displeased back then when Celine married Justin.
They weren’t unhappy about Celine, but they were mad because Justin didn’t
deserve her. After all, she was Mark’s most beloved granddaughter but she
married an outsider from the collateral family of the Mitchells. According to
Celine’s status, Cooper, who was the head of the family back then, should be the
one that matched well with her.

Even Old Master Fletcher was extremely unsatisfied. Initially, he planned for
Celine to marry Cooper but unexpectedly, she insisted on marrying Justin. That
just showed how much Mark favored that pair of siblings. Later on, Cooper was
the one who stepped out and helped to bring the marriage to fruition. Therefore,
if Natasha managed to marry Michael in the end, the Mitchell Family would finally
establish a connection with the Fletcher Family! By that time, who from the
Mitchell Family would dare to question her father and her?

Besides, Natasha still had a trump card up her sleeve. Giving up halfway was
never an option in her world and after all the effort that she spent, she definitely
would not give up. She must marry Michael—it was her long-cherished dream as
well as her only solution now!



Smiling, she typed on the keyboard and Sophia soon saw a wordy message from
Natasha.

‘I’m sorry, Mrs. Murray. What happened that night was all my fault. I accidentally
fell into the Murray Family’s trap, causing the misunderstanding to happen
between me and Taylor… I know that you’re not on friendly terms with the
Murrays and I initially planned to mediate things between you and the Murray
Family. Unexpectedly, the Murrays forced Taylor to divorce you and even vilified
him. To protect his reputation, I had no choice but to hold a press conference. I
am truly guilty for that, but I only see Taylor as my brother.’

After sending the lengthy text, Natasha waited for Sophia’s reply. That night, the
fact that she slept with Michael was undoubtedly true. As long as that incident
existed, a bomb would always be ticking between Michael and this b*tch.


